Amazon Compliance Confession About Customers, Not
Itself
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Amazon EC2 and S3 are no more or less safe than they were last week despite hype around PCI compliance
admission
The recent admission/announcement that “Amazon EC2 is not PCI compliant” (this is not exactly true, but we’ll get to
that later) has set off a rush of blogs, articles, and tweets that say, in effect, EC2 is no longer “safe”. But a lack of
compliance does not make Amazon any more less safe than achieving PCI compliance makes a site more safe.
Ladies and gentlemen of the Internet, I submit as proof the admission of Heartland
CEO Robert Carr that even though their “site” and “systems” were designated as PCI
compliant, still they were attacked, breached, and the subject of ridicule and scorn for
months in the press and security-focused blogosphere.
“PCI compliance doesn't mean secure. We and others were declared PCI
compliant shortly before the intrusions.” – Heartland CEO Robert Carr in an interview
with Bill Brenner, Senior Editor, CSO Online.
PCI compliance doesn’t automatically make a site safe. Lack of PCI compliance
doesn’t make EC2 unsafe, either. It means it isn’t compliant with the policies
designated by the PCI council for handling credit card transactions and sensitive data. And, if we look past the handwaving, we’ll ﬁnd that Amazon admits you can’t build a PCI Level 1 compliant application using EC2 and S3, but you can
build a PCI Level 2 compliant application.
“It is possible for you to build a PCI level 2 compliant app in our AWS cloud using EC2 and S3, but you cannot
achieve level 1 compliance.”
So how does this statement translate into “OMG! Amazon is unsafe!”? This is clearly about what the customer can and
cannot do, not an admission of the security status of Amazon’s underlying infrastructure.
Amazon clearly states you cannot be level 1 compliant because it requires on-site auditing that they simply can’t (or
won’t) allow. The inability to meet a requirement because of logistics (level 1 requires an on-site audit which Amazon
states is not possible) is hardly the same as failing to meet the requirement for a ﬁrewall, or default password use. The
inability to meet that one requirement is hardly reason for condemnation of Amazon’s overall security posture. Its inability
for you to meet PCI compliance does not automatically mean its systems and environment are “unsafe”. Amazon points
to the “on-site audit” requirement as a reason why you cannot achieve PCI Level 1 compliance. For all we know Amazon
meets or exceeds every other requirement for PCI level 1 compliance that is required of a service-provider. Inferring
anything about the security posture of Amazon’s internal systems from one message in a forum is simply not possible.
Furthermore, Amazon says YOU cannot build a PCI Level 1 compliant application. In other words, its announcement
wasn’t an observation about the security of its systems, it was an observation regarding what you, the customer, can
and cannot achieve using its systems.
In fact, in that same forum message that set off this Chicken Little episode, the Amazon representative clearly states
Amazon does, in fact, meet PCI compliance standards elsewhere:

Our payment system is PCI compliant and it is an “alternative payment processing service”
meaning your users re-direct to our platform to conduct the payment event using their credit
cards or bank accounts. [emphasis added]
Nothing in Amazon’s “confession” implies anything about its security posture; if anything its note that its payment
systems are PCI compliant means its underlying systems are as secure as any other meeting PCI compliance. Therefore
there is no reason to believe that Amazon is any less safe than it was last week. In fact, the statement that you can
achieve level 2 compliance means Amazon has, in fact, checked over its systems and that they will meet the requirements

Nothing in Amazon’s “confession” implies anything about its security posture; if anything its note that its payment
systems are PCI compliant means its underlying systems are as secure as any other meeting PCI compliance. Therefore
there is no reason to believe that Amazon is any less safe than it was last week. In fact, the statement that you can
achieve level 2 compliance means Amazon has, in fact, checked over its systems and that they will meet the requirements
required for much of the PCI standard – probably the pieces that are important to assuring the security of systems.
PCI compliance is not a rubber stamp of safety. Achieving PCI compliance does not automatically confer some special
safety status upon an organization. Neither does the reverse hold true; organizations that do not fall under PCI and
therefore need not worry themselves about compliance with its standards are not necessarily “unsafe”.
This entire situation is a raw deal for Amazon. EC2 and S3 are no more – or less – secure than they were before this
unsurprising announcement regarding PCI compliance and applications built atop its systems. The misinterpretation of
its admission and its viral-like spread is little more than FUD that does more harm than good – both to Amazon and cloud
computing in general.
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